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Founder Joined: 04 December 2002 Messages: 21372 Location: United States (WA) GPA: 3.5 Manhattan MGMAT 7th Edition vs. 6th Edition (#permalink) Updated at: 01 Sep 2020, 15:28 New Manhattan GMAT in 7/2019 Book Kit is out and available! After almost 5 years with the 6th edition, the new, 7th edition is finally
available on Amazon for about $100! The content and examples are basically the same (more in-depth review below). However, many themes/moments have been expanded to highlight some aspects and focus on the most common situations issues when moving advanced chapters online. So while the strategy may be
completely the same, it has been modified and expanded with additional tips and points. What is complete new is that the bundle only comes with 3 books! Yes, instead of 9, it's only 3, and it looks like all the books of quant/theme (number properties, fractions, Word problems, algebra, and geometry) have been
combined into one book. All verbal (CR, RC, and SC) have also been combined into one as well. I no longer see the GMAT roadmap though and I wonder if it was included somewhere, such as the internet research plan that MGMAT offers. I'll know next week as well and share when I publish my detailed analysis. The
book bundle still comes with 6 Manhattan Prep CAT, and separate practical questions for each of the quant, verbal, and IR guides. Also included is the Navigator product, which provides alternative explanations for OG issues, and finally access to an online research plan through the Atlas MGMAT platform. Interestingly,
the books no longer mention the publication. I don't see any links to the 2019 or 7th edition anywhere.... it tells me that this edition is here to stay for a while. Also, the books were released on September 3rd and I didn't really see them announced anywhere. It's a big deal and don't know why it was quiet... Conspiracy?
Should you buy this edition? If you have a previous edition, this edition will read very well familiar as the structure, chapters, most examples and exercises are the same but expanded points. If you re-take and review the material again and 8 weeks, it may be a good idea to pick up this edition. If you're looking for a book
set to prepare for GMAT, it's still a great set, but there are a few caveats and differences compared to the 6th edition, you should probably know. This can be a very smart move that will help many to focus more on the basics and not distract people with more theoretical themes, but the 2019 edition has 20-30% of the
material cut and moved online, mostly in the form of more advanced chapters. If you are looking for a very high score (730) and you start with a realistic position (at least 550 or preferably 600) you will be meed to access these chapters online. Otherwise, if you want to cut your training 20-30% (2 weeks at least) priced at
just 20-30 GMAT points, then 2019th 2019th It's a great option! You can get it on Amazon for about $160Summary changes: Summary: I feel MGMAT books have gotten simplified to be more mainstream to be acceptable to those looking for a 680 rather than a 700 score. As mentioned earlier, it seems that everything
has been simplified and reduced. Almost all of the 90 percentile items were taken out. The purpose of these changes is not very clear, but I think perhaps MGMAT plans to publish a separate extended book/book series? MGMAT already has advanced GMAT quant, but this book is very different from the chapters that
have been shortened. The new version comes out in January, and may be revised to include some of these chapters cut ... that's my hope. The current book Advanced quant is basically a collection of very difficult questions with helpful tips on how to solve them as an example with super difficult issues. I think in the end,
the new edition is a more focused and manageable option for testing takers who are looking for 680, as opposed to those who shoot for the 750 score (for those I would suggest an older edition). Perhaps my personal disappointing aspect of this edition is that it offers very little new content, substance or practice
compared to the 6th edition. The quant and verbal changes: Overall, cut oral content by 17% and quant by 30% of page volume Some themes/chapters have been changed among the books. Usually it is the same information or very similar, just changed the sequence of themes also changed, for example, geometry now
goes last and the number of properties to geometry. I don't know what matters really Some of the toughest questions have been simplified (for example, instead of 168/24, now 96/64) probably to make them less calculating intensive sets of quantitative problems now have questions with choice of answers so they are
more like GMAT questions, allowing you to select numbers and back solutions. Guides no longer offer to resolve some issues after all the manuals are over. I think students didn't do it, perhaps some of the themes/chapters that previously had no practice issues, received their DS strategies were moved at the beginning
of the book Many additional practical questions such as repetition/cessation of decimal points in DFP, Additional strateiges in Algegra, DS Word Problems in WP Book, additional geometry practice and geometry of the DS chapter/practice, additional SC chapters at the end (names and verbs additionally) Oral questions
received answers to choose in many cases Not quite sure why 3 or 4 Removed too geeky? too hardcore? Removed the wrong answer analysis chapters in RC IR and AWA Book It seems that the IR and AWA sections have received the most changes of any book. I've seen quite a few changes that go deeper and add
stuff to the book as opposed to cutting it for others. Overall, the IR section has received 15 pages, and that's it the only book that has grown in size. This is a bit puzzling since most of them haven't spent much on IR, but perhaps the MGMAT team believes that since it was pretty much the only decent IR book on the
market, does it make sense to improve it? I'm not sure, but in the end we got the best IR product with slimmer/v book sets. Definitely recommend IR books if you are having problems with this kind of thing. We still don't know how or for what purpose BSchools use IR scores, or if they are even evaluated. More info on
Amazon - Originally published September 12, 2019, 05:19 Last edited bb on 01 Sep 2020, 15:28, edited 10 times in total. Update Founder Joined: 04 December 2002 Messages: 21372 Location: USA (WA) GPA: 3.5 Re: Manhattan MGMAT 7th Edition vs. 6th Edition (#permalink) September 12, 2019, 18:31 Well, here's
the first difference. I just got my new bundle delivered and it's much thinner.... (6th edition on the left, and the new 7th edition on the right) Appendix: mgmat 6 vs. mgmat 7th.jpg and 78.87 KiB Viewed 14986 times - Vice President joined: 18 December 2017 Messages: 1410 Location: USA (KS) GMAT 1: 600 No46 V27
Re: Manhattan MGMAT 7th Edition vs. 6th edition (#permalink) September 12, 2019, 19:05 Honestly, I like it! One book for Verbal and one book for quanta. I don't think I'm going to buy it because I've already studied the 6th edition, but it definitely needs an update.! The moment you think about giving up, think about the
reason why you've spent so long, why you don't deserve 700 on your GMATLearn from The Legend itself: All GMAT Ninja LIVE YouTube videos on the topic You've been missing for a great deal, If you don't know what it is: Project SC Butler Founder joined: 04 December 2002 Posts: 21372 Location: USA (WA) GPA: 3.5
Re: Manhattan 6th Edition #permalink September 14, 2019, 14:36 Well.... I just covered the quant section page by page (all 500-600 of them, although I didn't read every word, just the headlines). The first impression is a bit disappointing. But let me start with the good things about quant first: 1. Books got more serious
and professional, which is good at the same time it pulled off fun and adventurous aspects such as no more sample questions talking about aliens with multiple hands. Many exercises have been modified to resemble GMAT questions with answer 2. The structure is a little easier to digest as there is one book for the
quant and one for the verbal. It seems simple enough, doesn't it?3. Some new questions/examples in quantThera are not very good things about quant: 1 . GMAT Roadmap book is no longer part of the bundle, which I guess most people won't buy separately2. It seems only a few chapters have been rewritten (more on
that on Monday when I put together a detailed analysis). 3. Some of the chapters and were removed, which is regrettable because these were some of the unique themes that did not cover other book books like the termination of decimal signs, DS geometry issues, or tough word problems. (more on what fell on Monday)
4. It seems the most difficult and complex things that apply to those who want to dial 50 are gone I will start publishing a detailed analysis of the book on the books on Monday. But so far I think I like the older version better. Thank you, BB. Joined the work by the Director: April 23, 2019 Status: PhD-Learning. Education,
Research, Training, Training, Consulting and Advisory Services Communications: 785 Re: Manhattan MGMAT 7th Edition vs. 6th Edition (#permalink) September 14, 2019, 17:24 bbGreat Review. Some thoughts on observations.1. The decision to reduce the number of volumes/pages is probably a market decision. Very
few people are willing to tote heavy volumes around, and making them thin and consolidated will help keep the brand visible when people carry books.2. The decision to cut serious content is also likely to be linked to market constraints. Most people who take GMAT watch to score in the 70s/80s or low 90s. These scores
are enough for most people to get into their desired program (not Top 10 MBA type programs, although there are big exceptions out there). If very difficult content is included, it is usually to dissuade such these demographics. Publishers don't want to scare people.3 Personally, I welcome the removal of fun parts - manual
aliens and similar examples. A serious exam requires serious materials. This does not mean that some segments will not like the inclusion of such examples.4 As for deleting the issue of publications. This again was probably done with an eye to the future. Turning on the issue of publications makes the materials
obsolete. People love to own/buy/use the latest and shiny, even if many know that the latest updates can be mostly cosmetic. Removing the year of publication on the cover also helps to position the delivery of future new editions, which could include different types of materials without the risk of becoming obsolete. I
agree with you and based on what you have described, I am also partial to earlier works. However, I would prefer the new thin consolidated ones for reasons of access, portability and seriousness. We look forward to more detailed observations. Thank you. Founder Joined: 04 December 2002 Messages: 21372 Location:
USA (WA) GPA: 3.5 Re: Manhattan MGMAT 7th Edition vs. 6th Edition (#permalink) 16 September 2019, 09:47 Here is a summary of the changes with page counts. I will also update the first post to include this revised information. Summary: I feel MGMAT books have gotten simplified to be more mainstream, to be
acceptable to those looking for a 680 rather than a 700 score. As mentioned earlier, it seems that everything has been simplified and reduced. Almost all of the 90 percentile items were taken out. The purpose of these changes is not very clear, but I think perhaps MGMAT publish a separate extended book/book series?
MGMAT already has GMAT is a quant, but this book is very different from the chapters that have been shortened. The new version comes out in December, and may be revised to include some of these chapters cut ... that's my hope. The current book Advanced quant is basically a collection of very difficult questions
with helpful tips on how to solve them as an example with super difficult issues. I think in the end, the new edition is a more focused and manageable option for testing takers who are looking for 680, as opposed to those who shoot for the 750 score (for those I would suggest an older edition). Perhaps my personal
disappointing aspect of this publication is that it offers very little new content, substance or practice. The quant and verbal changes: Overall, cut oral content by 17% and quant by 30% of page volume Some themes/chapters have been changed among the books. Usually it is the same information or very similar, just
changed the sequence of themes also changed, for example, geometry now goes last and the number of properties to geometry. I don't know what matters really Some of the toughest questions have been simplified (for example, instead of 168/24, now 96/64) probably to make them less calculating intensive sets of
quantitative problems now have questions with choice of answers so they are more like GMAT questions, allowing you to select numbers and back solutions. Guides no longer offer to resolve some issues after all the manuals are over. I think students didn't do it, perhaps some of the themes/chapters that previously had
no practice issues, received their DS strategies were moved at the beginning of the book Many additional practical questions such as repetition/cessation of decimal points in DFP, Additional strateiges in Algegra, DS Word Problems in WP Book, additional geometry practice and geometry of the DS chapter/practice,
additional SC chapters at the end (names and verbs additionally) Oral questions received answers to choose in many cases Not quite sure why 3 or 4 Removed too geeky? too hardcore? Removed the head of the wrong response analysis in RC Attachment: page-summary-mgmat.png 20.31 KiB viewed 16913 times - IR
Changes - COMING TOMORROW. - Moderator in Retirement Joined: 27 October 2017 Reports: 1949 WE:General Management (Education) Re: Manhattan MGMAT 7th Edition vs. 6th Edition (#permalink) September 16, 2019, 10:01 Board of Directors Joined: 01 Sep 2010 Posts: 3467 Re: Manhattan MGMAT 7th
Edition vs. 6th Edition (#permalink) September 16, 2019, 10:14 Brief Note/Opinion: Old (now) Advanced Guide to the quant is the only decent book out there that gathers possible strategies to address advanced issues. Instead of finding out here and there, scattered on the Internet or in far and wide on this board, these
Even so, the issues used are specifically designed to back back up the strategies/ies offered to students. Not always they show show flexible but diversified approach. However, this is still the only decent guide on this aspect. Respect for the Manager Joined: 02 July 2019 Messages: 160 Concentration: Finance, Strategy
Re: Manhattan MGMAT 7th Edition vs. 6th Edition (#permalink) Updated on: 18 February 2020, 18:29 Hey bbWhat your thoughts on the newest MGMAT advanced quantum book? Is it worth getting it? I'm looking to achieve a high score in the quantum section. Originally published by DinoPen on 18 February 2020,
18:26. Last edited by DinoPen on 18 February 2020, 18:29, edited 1 times in total. Founder Joined: 04 December 2002 Messages: 21372 Location: United States (WA) GPA: 3.5 Re: Manhattan MGMAT 7th Edition vs. 6th Edition (#permalink) 18 February 2020, 18:29 DinoPen wrote: Hey bbWhat your thoughts on the
latest MGMAT advanced quantum book? Is it worth getting it? I'm looking to achieve a high score in the quantum section. Do you already have 47 pounds? If/when you do, you can get it, but it's a massive and tough book that often goes into issues that are impossible to solve in 2 minutes. If you don't have No. This is not
a book you can use instead. This is the book you use in addition to and after. Posted with my mobile device Intern Joined: 30 April 2020 Posts: 7 Re: Manhattan MGMAT 7th Edition vs. 6th Edition (#permalink) July 23, 2020, 23:50 Thank you so much for the review! is bbI still a little confused about your final verdict on
the 7th edition? As you mentioned, it's thinner and has less practice issues, so would you recommend a 5th or 6th edition for major quantums and verbal books and perhaps a 7th edition for advanced quantums and verbal? I have both the 7th edition and the 5th edition and I'm confused about which books to use. Any
assistance in this matter will be appreciated. Intern Joined: 04 Aug 2020 Messages: 13 Re: Manhattan MGMAT 7th Edition vs. 6th Edition (#permalink) 02 Sep 2020, 02:56 Hello, is there a final verdict on which version of the MGMAT Advanced quant guide is best for someone scoring No 47? Intern Joined: 25 July 2020
Messages: 3 Re: Manhattan MGMAT 7th Edition vs. 6th Edition (#permalink) October 15, 2020, 00:11 Hey, the book is recommended for those who scored V32 No 49? I am looking for educational materials in practice and raise my grades, especially my verbal. Intern Joined: 15 November 2020 Messages: 4 Re:



Manhattan MGMAT 7th Edition vs. 6th Edition (#permalink) 22 November 2020, 12:07 GMATBanker12 wrote: Thank you so much for the review! Am I still a little confused about your final verdict on The 7th edition? As you mentioned, it's thinner and has less practice issues, so would you recommend a 5th or 6th edition
for major quantums and verbal books and perhaps a 7th edition for advanced quantums and verbal? I have both the 7th edition and the 5th and I'm confused about which books to use. Any assistance in this matter will be appreciated. I would like to know more about the 7th edition, I will be grateful for any information. In
general, such reviews are useful in any case. Case. You, keep sharing! Moderator: General GMAT Forum Moderator 1150 message messages
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